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At Akshar Enterprise, we specialize in providing top-notch industrial solutions that contribute to the seamless
functioning of various sectors. Our commitment to excellence and customer satisfaction sets us apart in the
competitive landscape.

At Akshar Enterprise, we pride ourselves on delivering excellence in every project. At Akshar Enterprise, we
pride ourselves on delivering excellence in every project. Whether it's ensuring a skilled workforce, optimizing
industrial processes, or providing reliable transportation solutions, we are committed to exceeding our clients'
expectations.

We understand the critical role skilled manpower plays in industrial operations. Akshar Enterprise ensures a
reliable and efficient supply of labor to meet your project requirements.

DETAILED OF LEGAL COMPLIANCE 

OUR STRENGTH ARE AS FOLLOWS

Undertaking challenging and critical jobs

Taking measures of safety

Perfect planning

Skilled manpower

Good tools and machinery

Day-to-day job monitoring process

Good site management

We are confident that we can help you achieve your goals in industrial solution. We offer a comprehensive
range of services, from Industrial Manpower(Labour) Supply, Updation, Maintenance and Transportation .
We are committed to providing our clients with the highest quality of service at competitive prices.
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ABOUT
Akshar enterprise

Akshar Enterprise, a visionary
venture founded in 2018 by Ajaysinh
Parmar, has traversed a remarkable
journey of growth and
transformation. Originating from
Bharuch, Vagra, our inception
marked the beginning of a mission
to redefine industrial services and
provide clients with solutions that
go beyond convention.

From our humble beginnings, Akshar Enterprise has embarked on a transformative
journey fueled by a passion for excellence and a commitment to client satisfaction.
Over the years, we have grown into a leading player in the industry, earning a
reputation for reliability, efficiency, and a client-centric approach.

Founded by the visionary Mr.
Ajaysinh Parmar, Akshar

Enterprise has evolved into a
reliable and innovative partner for
businesses seeking comprehensive

solutions tailored to meet the
challenges of the modern industrial

landscape.

At the heart of Akshar Enterprise is a team of dedicated professionals with expertise
spanning industrial manpower supply, plant updation and maintenance, and heavy
equipment rental. We take pride in our ability to deliver solutions that not only meet
but exceed the expectations of our diverse clientele.
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OUR VISION
At Akshar Enterprise, our vision is to be a trailblazer in

the industrial services sector, setting new standards of

excellence and innovation. We aspire to be the go-to

partner for businesses seeking reliable, efficient, and

cutting-edge solutions that propel their industrial

endeavors to unprecedented heights. Through visionary

leadership and a commitment to quality, we envision a

future where Akshar Enterprise is synonymous with

industrial success and client satisfaction.

Pioneering Excellence in Industrial Solutions

OUR MISSION
Our mission at Akshar Enterprise is to empower

industries by providing comprehensive & tailored

solutions that address their unique challenges. We are

dedicated to delivering top-notch industrial manpower,

plant maintenance, & heavy equipment services that

enhance operational efficiency and foster sustainable

growth. Through collaboration, integrity, & a relentless

pursuit of excellence, our mission is to build lasting

partnerships with our clients, contributing to their

success & the overall progress of the industrial landscape.

Empowering Industries, Building Partnerships
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OUR SERVICES
At Akshar Enterprise, we offer a comprehensive suite of services designed to meet the

diverse needs of the industrial sector. Our commitment is to provide tailored solutions that

enhance efficiency, productivity, and overall operational excellence.

Industrial Manpower Supply

Manpower supply service is the

cornerstone of our offerings. We

understand the role skilled and

reliable manpower plays in the

success of any project. Whether you

require a team for a short-term or a

long-term project, we have the

expertise to source and provide the

right personnel for the job.

Updation and Maintenance

Our industrial plant updation and

maintenance services are geared

towards ensuring that your facilities

operate at peak efficiency. We

understand the importance of

minimizing downtime and

optimizing performance to meet the

demands of a competitive industrial

landscape.

Key Benefits:

Increased project efficiency.

Reduced labor-related challenges.

On-time project completion.

Key Benefits:

Increased plant reliability.

Minimized downtime.

Extended equipment lifespan.
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Heavy Equipment Rental:

Akshar Enterprise is your trusted partner for heavy equipment rentals. Whether you need

earth-moving machinery or lifting equipment, our diverse fleet is well-maintained and ready

to meet your transportation and construction requirements.

OUR SERVICES

Key Features:

Diverse fleet including JCBs, excavators, hyvas, and faranas (cranes).

Regular maintenance to ensure equipment reliability.

Flexible rental terms to accommodate project durations.

Benefits:

Access to a well-maintained fleet of modern equipment.

Cost-effective solutions for short-term projects.

Elimination of ownership and maintenance hassles.

NOS(10) NOS(6)

NOS(4) NOS(23)

JCB EXCAVATOR

FARANA(CRANE) HYVA



GLIMPSE OF OUR WORK
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At Akshar Enterprise, we take immense pride in our association with some of the most

prominent names in the industry. Our commitment to delivering high-quality services has

earned us the trust of these esteemed clients:

OUR CLIENTS

Reliance PolyesterFilatex India Ltd China Steel Corporation

India Pvt. Ltd.

Our Approach:

While our current client list is small, our aspirations are high. At Akshar Enterprise, we are

on a continuous journey of self-improvement, gearing ourselves to work with major players

like you. Our goal is to not only meet but exceed the expectations of industry leaders, and

we are dedicated to elevating our services to new heights.

These valuable partnerships underscore our dedication to delivering top-notch services and

building enduring relationships within the industrial landscape.
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Pramukh Paradise Building No.T5 Welcome Society, Jolva,
Dahej, Bharuch, Gujarat, 392130 

+91 9724 311936

+91 99131 32055
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